
Read the text from 2016 about how marketing uses new digital technologies. Then choose the 
correct answer (A, B, C or D) for each question (1-7). Put a cross () in the correct box on the 
answer sheet. The first one (0) has been done for you.

Facial recognition in market research

One of the hottest areas of technology development in marketing research (MR) for 2016 is that of facial 
and emotion recognition. Understanding emotions is hugely powerful in MR but notoriously difficult to 
achieve. Facial expressions are strongly linked to emotions, and research organizations have used human 
observation of recorded videos to try to assess emotional response for many years. Human assessment 
has many limitations, however, and facial expression recognition technology offers an opportunity to 
overcome some of these limitations, delivering a much greater level of insight about personal sentiment 
and reactions.

According to research by Dr. Paul Ekman, a pioneer in the study of emotions and facial expressions 
and Professor Emeritus of Psychology at the University of California Medical School, brief flashes of 
emotion displayed on the respondent’s face – or “micro-expressions” – reveal a person’s beliefs and their 
propensity to act or buy.

The scope for this technology goes beyond pure research. Customer experience leaders have declared 
2016 “The Year of Emotion,” continuing the trend for MR and Voice of the Customer (VoC) to become 
increasingly complementary disciplines. This trend is also likely to fuel demand from enterprises who 
expect their MR providers to offer the most cutting-edge research technologies.

Emotions drive spending and loyalty. Organizations managing research programs and customer 
experience activities can use emotion detection technology to analyze people’s emotional reactions at 
the point of experience. This knowledge not only gives researchers a greater understanding of behavior 
patterns but also helps predict likely future actions of those consumers.

The result? An unprecedented level of insight into what affects customer emotions. Such valuable 
information can drive better business decisions, resulting in improved product and service offerings and 
experiences.

Marketing researchers are under increasing pressure to deliver real business value to their customers. 
Adding to that pressure, however, are the ongoing decline of survey response rates and challenges with 
collecting data from specific demographic groups. The challenge to find ways to complement panels, 
focus groups and surveys is on and emotion detection provides some real opportunities.

As with many leading-edge technologies, the range of applications out there is vast, but will start from 
relatively niche or specific beginnings. The primary use case for those researchers implementing emotional 
detection is advertisement testing. Within a survey, an advertisement can be shown during which the 
respondent’s webcam will record their reaction. Traditionally, respondents would answer questions about 
the advertisement, rating it on various scales. While broadly effective in most cases, results are dependent 
on the respondent’s ability to recall what they’ve just been shown, their interpretation of their own 
emotions, and their ability to put those emotions into words. Researchers can also observe and record 
emotions while the video content is being shown, but great skill is required and consistency is difficult to 
achieve.

0 So far, the interpretation of people’s feelings has

A been considered impossible by scientists.
B combined technology and people’s judgement.
C taken place without any technology.
D had immediate benefits for businesses.

Textquelle: Lawlor, Terry: Facial recognition in market research: The next big thing? 
https://www.insightsassociation.org/article/facial-recognition-market-research-next-big-thing [15.02.2021] (adaptiert).



1 When people watch and interpret feelings, the results are 

A often predictable.
B more useful for marketing.
C likely to be far from perfect.
D influenced by the interpreter’s mood.

2 US studies prove that tiny signs of feelings

A have little impact on somebody’s actions.
B show somebody’s attitudes.
C leave a lasting impression on the observer.
D influence the buying decisions of others.

3 In marketing there is a tendency to

A concentrate on digital surveys.
B record face-to-face interviews.
C go back to less technical methods. 
D use the latest technical tools. 

4 With the help of the new technologies, scientists can

A design even better marketing software.
B persuade buyers to buy certain goods.
C find out what influences the feelings of buyers.
D use the private data of buyers better.

5 Marketing experts face the problem that

A people get tired of taking part in polls.
B too many enquiries are carried out.
C customers feel manipulated by commercials.
D customer choices are difficult to influence.

6 When doing market research, the new technology 

A influences the consumers’ choices.
B adapts the questions to the individual consumer.
C offers the consumer different commercials.
D films the consumer while watching a commercial.

7 In conventional market research, the success of a survey was influenced by the

A layout of the questionnaire.
B short-term memory of the participants.
C type of questions asked.
D number of issues covered.



Facial recognition in market research
Von der 

Lehrperson 
auszufüllen

0 A B X C D richtig falsch

1 A B C D

2 A B C D

3 A B C D

4 A B C D

5 A B C D

6 A B C D

7 A B C D


